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A markovian model for stohasti integrate-and-renetworksJonathan Touboul ∗Thème BIO  Systèmes biologiquesProjet OdysséeRapport de reherhe n° 6661  September 22, 2008  42 pagesAbstrat: In this paper we introdue and study a mathematial framework in order toharaterize and simulate networks of noisy integrate-and-re neurons. This framework isbased on a markovian modelization of the network, similar to the event-based modelizationof deterministi networks. In these networks the value of interest at eah neuron is not themembrane potential itself but the related ountdown proess, whih is dened loosely as thetime remaining to the next spike if nothing ours meanwhile in the network. The mainissue of this modelization is to ensure that the dynamis of this ountdown proess, possiblysupplemented with other variables, is an autonomous Markov proess (i.e. that does notdepend on the membrane's potential).We prove that a wide range of integrate-and-re neuron models and dierent types ofinterations t into this general mathematial framework. This framework involves renewalproesses and has already been studied in the eld of random networks in a more restritedsetting by Cottrell, Robert, Turova for instane [6, 7, 13, 27, 28℄, and from a mathemat-ial viewpoint, ergodiity matters have been disussed Fayolle, Menshikov, Malyshev andBorovkov [12, 3℄.This modelization provides a very eient algorithm to simulate large networks of noisyintegrate-and-re neuron models. We disuss dierent types of implementations, and devel-opped together with Renaud Kervien and Alexandre Chariot a very eient paralel simulatorimplement on GPU.Key-words:
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A markovian model for stohasti integrate-and-renetworksRésumé : In this paper we introdue and study a mathematial framework in order toharaterize and simulate networks of noisy integrate-and-re neurons. This framework isbased on a markovian modelization of the network, similar to the event-based modelizationof deterministi networks. In these networks the value of interest at eah neuron is not themembrane potential itself but the related ountdown proess, whih is dened loosely as thetime remaining to the next spike if nothing ours meanwhile in the network. The mainissue of this modelization is to ensure that the dynamis of this ountdown proess, possiblysupplemented with other variables, is an autonomous Markov proess (i.e. that does notdepend on the membrane's potential).We prove that a wide range of integrate-and-re neuron models and dierent types ofinterations t into this general mathematial framework. This framework involves renewalproesses and has already been studied in the eld of random networks in a more restritedsetting by Cottrell, Robert, Turova for instane [6, 7, 13, 27, 28℄, and from a mathema-tial viewpoint, ergodiity matters have been disussed Fayolle, Menshikov, Malyshev andBorovkov [12, 3℄.This modelization provides a very eient algorithm to simulate large networks of noisyintegrate-and-re neuron models. We disuss dierent types of implementations, and deve-lopped together with Renaud Kervien and Alexandre Chariot a very eient paralel simu-lator implement on GPU.Mots-lés :
Bifuration analysis of non-linear IF neurons. 3
Figure 1: A general neural network arhiteture: the network is omposed of neurons (blueirles) onneted through a diretional onnetivity map (blak arrow) with synapti e-ieny wij . The intrinsi dynamis and the eet of an inoming spike on the postsynaptineuron an be modeled in many ways1 Theoretial frameworkIn this paper we build a bridge between a wide range of biologial networks models anda general mathematial framework. The type of network we onsider is omposed of Nstohasti integrate-and-re neurons(see gure 1). Classialy, neuron's ativity is desribedby its membrane potential. The membrane potential's dynamis we onsider in this paper isstohasti: eah neuron reeives at his synapses noisy inputs orresponding to the randomativity of ion hannels and at the external ativity of the network, as reviewed [24℄. Thisrandom spike inoming is here modelled as Brownian motion, using a diusion approxima-tion. Dierent types of intrinsi dynamis and of synapti integration will be onsidered ansan oexist in a given network.During the time intervals where no spike is emitted in the network, the membrane po-tential of eah neuron evolves as independently to the other's, aording to its intrinsidynamis. When the membrane potential V (i)(t) of the neuron indexed by i reahes its
RR n° 6661
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Figure 2: A sample trae of the membrane potential for two onneted neurons index by iand j. The neuron i is the rst to spike in the network: it has the lowest rst spike time
Xi(0). At this time, the neuron i is reset to vr and its next spike time is reset aording to
Yi. It sends a spike to its neighbors, among whih j. If the interation is instantaneous, themembrane potential of j is instantaneously added the synapti weight wi,j and the time tothe next spike for the neuron j is inreased by a value ηi,j . This gure was produed in thease of the Perfet Integrate-and-re model.deterministi threshold funtion θ(t) at time t0, the neuron eliits an ation potential. Sub-sequently, its membrane potential is reset to a given value V (i)r , and the states of all thepostsynapti neurons j onneted to the neuron i is modied. We denote by V(i) the postsy-napti neighboorhood of the neuron i, i.e. the set of neurons that reeive spikes from neuron
i. The eet of a presynapti spike reeived by neuron j ∈ V(i) an be modelled in dierentfashions: it an be onsidered as having an instantaneous eet on the membrane potential(i.e. V (j)(t0) = V (j)(t−0 )+wi,j where wi,j is the synapti eieny of the onnetion i → j),or more omplex, inluding for instane a synapti urrent, a synapti pulses, et. . . . Manyexamples will treated in the text. Figure 2 illustrates the dynamis of the network, showingthe struture of the network in 1 and the dynamis of the membrane potential in 2This type of model was studied for instane by Brunel and Hakim [5℄ with the use ofthe Fokker-Plank equation. Assuming that the network is sparsely onneted, they foundthat in the limit N → ∞ the network exhibited a sharp transition between two regimes:a stationnary regime and a weakly synhronized osillatory regime. In their model, eahneuron is an integrate-and-re neuron, and is randomly onneted to C neurons of the
INRIA
Bifuration analysis of non-linear IF neurons. 5network, and to Cext external neurons. The sparse onnetivity assumption is ε = CN ≪ 1.Interations between external and internal neurons are delayed by a onstant delay δ (i.e.when a spike is emitted by a neuron of the network, it dereases or inreases the membranepotential after a time δ, see setion 4). This delay plays a ruial role in the generationof global osillations. We wish to re-express the dynamis from an event-driven point ofview (see for example Reutimann, Giugliano an Fusi [20℄), and to onsider the noise in thedynamis of eah individual neuron.Independently, in the eld of stohasti networks and queue theory and Markov proesses,a network model has been developed during the last 10 years. It is referred for instane asthe hourglass model by Turova [2, 7, 28, 27℄. This model has been introdued for the rsttime by Marie Cottrell in [6℄, and the variable taken into aount was initially alled theinhibition proess. This name is very onfusing in the eld of neurosiene, and we will notuse this expression when dealing with neuron and prefer the name of ountdown proess.These models are dened by two random parameters: The random variables (Yi)i=1...N whih desribe the interspike interval distribution forthe neuron i. (ηi,j)i6=j desribing the interation of i → j.Let the state of the network be desribed by a N-dimensional vetor (Xt)t≥0 = ((X(i)t )i=1...N)
t≥0having the following dynamis: let t > 0,(i). if ∀i ∈ {1 . . .N}, Xi(t) > 0 then eah omponent of X dereases linearly with slope
−1 in time.(ii). if ∃i ∈ {1 . . .N}, Xi(t−) = 0, subsequently we have: Xi is reset to a random variable independent of all the history of the proess andwith distribution Yi. ∀j ∈ V(i), a positive random variable ηi,j is added to Xj :
Xj(t) = Xj(t
−) + ηi,jHene eah node of the network is a renewal proess and the network struture makesthese proesses interat via positive random variables.In this paper we build a bridge between these two models. We will see that stohastinetworks of integrate-and-re neurons an be desribed using an extension of the hourglassmodel, but need a more general formalism to take into aount the more omplex interationstruture at the level of the membrane potential.
RR n° 6661
6 Jonathan Touboul2 From Biologial networks to the Hourglass modelIn this setion we present the equivalene between the bio-inspired network and the hourglassmodel. We rst onsider inhibitory networks for the sake of simpliity. Indeed, in the aseof non-inhibitory networks an appear the phenomenon of what we all a spike avalanhe.Assume that the interations are onsidered instantaneous and exitatory. In this ase thefollowing proess an our: if the synapti eienies are big enough, the spike emissionof a neuron an indue at the very same time the spike emission of the neurons diretlyonneted to this neuron, whih themselves an indue spikes in their neighboorhood. Aspike an therefore be transmitted in the whole network, and then indue the spike emissionin the rst neuron who spike, and therefore this proess will not stop. This mehanism islearly not biologially plausible: rst of all there are transmission delays in the network,and hene this avalane, even if it ours, generates a high frequeny ativity, but withno logial problems suh as the one we just desribed. Furthermore, the limited resouresin the neuron's environment makes suh a wasteful enegeti proess impossible. From aomutational and theoretial point of view, suh a phenomenon results in stuking thedynamis at the time when it ours: this innite loop of simultaneous spikes bloks theproess at this time and we annot infer what would happen afterwards.We will see in setion 4 that inluding a refratory period and transmission delays be-tween neurons overomes this diulty.This equivalene is built upon the introdution of a new proess related to the membranepotential proess, the ountdown proess, rigorously dened as follows:Denition 2.1. [Countdown proess℄ For eah neuron i, let us dene X(i)(t) ≥ 0 theduration of time (after time t) till the rst ring moment of this neuron, if no interationtakes plae meanwhile. We will all this stohasti proess the ountdown proess of theneurons.This proess is alled ountdown beause of its dynamis, but in fat at any time, itsvalue gives us the time to wait till the next spike, so it an be also seen as a lok. It an beseen as a ountdown set at the instant of reeption of the last spike or just after the spike,to the time to wait for the next spike to our if no interation takes plae meanwhile. Thedynamis of this variable X i is linearly dereasing with slope −1 during the intervals of timewhere no spike is reeived or produed:
dX(i)
dt
= −1 (2.1)At time t, the next spike will our in neuron i = Arg Minj∈1...N X(j)(t) at time t + X(i)(t)(t is the absolute time). In most of the ase, for instane in the ase where all the randomvariables have a density with respet to Lebesgue's measure, the probability for two neuronsto spike exatly at the same time is null when the network is inhibitory. In that ase, weneglet this ase and assume that only one neuron spikes at a given time. At spike time,
X(i)(t) is instantaneously reset by drawing the law of a random variable noted Yi, whih hasINRIA
Bifuration analysis of non-linear IF neurons. 7the same distribution as the rst hitting time of the stohasti proess (V (i)t )t≥0 startingfrom Vr to the boundary θ(t) (the distribution of the interspike interval in terms of neuralmodels). The states of all neurons just before the spike are given by: X(j) ((t + X(i))−) =
X(j)(t) − X(i)(t). Finally, the states of all neurons j onneted to neuron i are modiedaording to the spike produed by neuron i. Beause the interation is inhibitory, thisamounts to postponing the spike produed by neuron j by an amount ηi,j ≥ 0 (see Fig 3),beause the inhibition inreases the time to the next spike.In general, ηi,j is a random variable depending on the membrane potential V (j) at time
t. In most of the models onsidered in setion 3, it depends in fat only on X(j), so that theupdate reads X(j)(t + X(i)) = X(j)(t) − X(i)(t) + ηi,j(X(j)(t) − X(i)(t)), where ηi,j(x) is arandom funtion.In all our mathematial study we onsider the proess
X(t) := (X(i)(t))1≤i≤N (2.2)Up to an additional Markov hain, this model will be a ontinuous time Markov proess, aswe will show in setion 3. The proess (Xt)t dened is pieewise ontinuous, so the analysisof Davis in [11℄ an be applied here. Our ase is even more simple sine the disontinuitiesare very simply related to the value of the proess. This very partiular property impliesthat studying the ontinuous time stohasti proess is stritly equivalent to onsidering oneof the two folloving disrete time Markov hain (2.3) and (2.4).Indeed, let (tn) denote the time sequene of the spikes emitted by one of all the neurons,
(Zn) the sequene of the states just before eah spike and (Xn) the vetor of states just aftereah spike.
Zn = X(t
−
n ) (2.3)
Xn = X(tn) (2.4)Consider now the random variable ηi,j to add to the state of a postsynapti neuron jwhen reeiving a spike from i at time t∗. This random variable is the delay aused bythe inhibition, i.e. the additional time to wait for j to spike beause of the reeption of apresynapti spike.All the work done in the following setions 3 and 4 is aimed to show that many biologialneuron models t into the framework desribed in setion 2 and to identify the parameters ofthe orresponding Hourglass model. We will see that in many ases, these random variablesan be related to rst hitting times of stohasti proesses.3 Inhibitory Networks with instantaneous interationsIn this setion we onsider dierent types of models of linear integrate-and-re neurons anddierent types of inhibitory synapti interations, and up to a transformation show that thenetwork model an be onsidered as an hourglass network, and identify the parameters ofthe model.RR n° 6661
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Figure 3: A representation of a sample path for the ountdown proess and the relatedmembrane potential in the ase of the perfet integrate-and-re neuron represented in gure2. INRIA
Bifuration analysis of non-linear IF neurons. 9The rst model we onsider is a noisy integrate-and-re neuron without leak urrent,whih we refer as the perfet noisy integrate-and-re neuron. We then add a leak urrent.We rst state some general results about these random variables. First of all, it is veryinteresting to note that the reset proess is only linked with the presynapti neuron, andhas the law of the rst hitting time of the membrane potential proess to the thresholdfuntion θ(t). Indeed, when a neuron eliits a spike in the integrate-and-re frameworkwith no refratory period, its membrane potential is reset to a ertain value Vr1 Thereforethe reset random variable, dened as the time before the next spike of the neuron, has thelaw of the rst hitting time of the membrane potential to the threshold. The interationvariable only depends on the postsynapti dynamis of the membrane potential and on thesynapti eieny w. When the neuron j reeives a spike from the neuron i at time t,the time to the next spike is hanged, and the random variable orresponding is equal tothe dierene between the time to reah the threshold starting from V (j)(t) + wij and thetime to reah the threshold starting from V (j)(t). Hene in the general ase, this randomvariable depends on the value of the potential at time t. We will see that in the simplestases we treat here this random variable only depends on X(j), the time to the next spike forthe postsynapti neuron j. This property is very interesting sine it makes the ountdownproess an independent Markov hain, i.e. that depends on no other proess.3.1 Perfet integrate-and-re models3.1.1 Perfet IF neuron with instantaneous synapsesWe start by onsidering the perfet integrate-and-re neuron with external inputs and Brow-nian noise. The membrane potential of the neuron i, denoted V (i)(t), is hene driven by thefollowing equation between two spikes:
τidV
(i)(t) = I(i)e (t)dt + σidW
(i)
t (3.1)where τi is the membrane potential time onstant, I(i)e (t) is the input urrent, σi the standarddeviation of the noise and (W (i))1≤i≤N are independent Brownian motions, whih representsexternal synapti stimulations2. The neuron res when its membrane potential reahes thethreshold θ: the membrane potential is reset to a value Vr and a spike is emitted.
V (i)(t−) = θ ⇒ V (i)(t) = Vr (3.2)1The reset value Vr an also be a random variable with no additional omplexity. The results we obtainfor a onstant reset value an be readily extended to this more general model.2It ould have been possible to replae the Brownian motions by instantaneous spikes (V (i) → V (i) + δ)triggered aording to a Poisson proess (the equation (3.1) would be the diusion approximation of this typeof exitation). This would hange onsiderably the following study, sine the proess is no more ontinuousbetween two onseutive spikes
RR n° 6661
10 Jonathan TouboulIn the absene of interations, V (i)(t) integrates the entry I(i)e with an additive noiseproportional to a Brownian motion, i.e. :
V (i)(t) =
∫ t
0
I(i)e (s) ds + σiW
(i)
t (3.3)In this model, we also onsider instantaneous inhibitory synapti interations betweenneurons. More preisely, when the neuron j reeives a spikes from a presynapti neuron ispikes at time t∗, then its membrane potential is instantaneously added the synapti weight:
∀j ∈ V(i)V (j)(t∗) = V (j)(t∗−) + ωi,j (3.4)The related ountdown proess X(i) is dened by the interation random variable andthe reset random variable τ dened by:
τ := inf
{
t > 0; W
(i)
t =
1
σi
(θ(t) −
∫ t
0
Ie(i)(s) ds)
} (3.5)This random variable is hene the rst hitting time of the Brownian motion to a urvedboundary. Sine the Brownian motion is a Gauss-Markov proess, this law an be omputedby Volterra's, Durbin's or Girsanov's method, as reviewed in [24℄. In the ase where theinput urrent and the threshold funtion are onstant, losed form expressions of the pdf ofthis law are provided using martingales methods (or the reetion priniple) together withGirsanov's theorem.The interation random variable is dedued by the eet of a presynapti spike inomingat a synapse. When we onsider fully instantaneous synapses, i.e. integrating the noise asa Brownian motion and the interations as Dira funtions: when the spike is emitted, thepostsynapti neuron's membrane potential is instantaneously hanged. Therefore, when theneuron j reeives an inhibitory spike from neuron i at time t, the time of the next spikeof neuron j is t + X(j)(t) + ηi,j , where ηi,j is the rst hitting time of the drifted Brownianmotion to the boundary θ, starting from θ + wi,j (reall that in that ase, wi,j ≤ 0). Sinethe stohasti proess solution of (3.1) is a Lévy proess, this random variable is the rsthitting time of a drifted Brownian motion starting from 0 to the onstant barrier wi,j .The density of this random variable reads:
p(j)(t) =
|wi,j |√
2πt3
e−
(wi,j−µj t)
2
2t 1R∗+(t) (3.6)Thus in the ase of the perfet integrate-and-re model, the eet of the reeption of aspike is equivalent to adding an independent random variable with the probability densityw.r.t. Lebesgue's measure given by (3.6).In the ase of stationary inputs, we an see that the ountdown proess is an autonomousMarkov proess. In the ase of a time-varying input, the proess (Xt, t) is an autonomousINRIA
Bifuration analysis of non-linear IF neurons. 11Markov proess. Furthermore, we an readily prove that the times of the spikes of thesehains have the same probability distribution as the times of the spikes omputed using themembrane potential representation.3.1.2 Perfet integrate-and-re neuron with synapti integrationIf we still onsider that the time onstant of the leak is very large ompared to the time saleof the observation, of the inputs and ompared to the ring rate, and furthermore that thenoisy interations are integrated with a time onstant τs 6= 0, then we obtain the followingequations for the membrane potential:
{dVtdt = Ie(t) + Is(t)
τsdIs(t) = −Is(t)dt + σsdWt
(3.7)whose solution read:
Vt = V (0) +
∫ t
0
Ie(s) ds + τs(1 − e−t/τs)Is(0) + σ
∫ t
0
∫ s
0
e−(s−u)/τs dWu ds,expression that involves a DIP.If we further onsider that τs is very big ompared to the time onstants of the experiene,we obtain the perfet integrate-and-re model with perfet synapti urrents:
Vt = V (0) +
∫ t
0
Ie(s) ds + Is(0)t + σ
∫ t
0
Ws ds,whih involves an IWP.The reset random varibale in the ase of the exponentially deaying synapti ondu-tanes has the law the rst hitting time of the DIP ∫ t0 ∫ s0 e−(s−u)/τs dWu ds to a urvedboundary depending on the inputs of the neuron and the initial ondition of the synaptiinput. This hitting time an be approximated using the framework we developped in [25℄and no losed-form solution an be provided.In the ase where the deay time of the synapse is not taken into aount, this reset ran-dom variable has the law of the rst hitting time of an IWP to the urve V (0)+∫ t0 Ie(s) ds+
Is(0)t. Therefore, we have losed-form expressions for the pdf of the law of this random vari-able for polynomials input urrents of order lower or equal to 2 (see [25℄), depending on theinitial ondition on the input urrent Is(0).Using the linearity of the equation, we an ompute the interation variable. In the aseof instantaneous synapti integration of the integration, this random variable has the lawof the rst hitting time of the threshold θ of the membrane potential proess starting from
(θ + wij , Is(Xj)) to reah the threshold θ, and an therefore be omputed using the sameapproximations or formulas depending on the model we hoose and the type of input urrentonsidered.The ase of integrated inputs is more logial: it assumes that everything oming throughthe synapse is integrated following the same dierential equation. In that ase the eet of anRR n° 6661
12 Jonathan Touboulinoming spike on a postsynapti neuron is added instantaneously to the synapti urrent.Therefore, using the same tehnique as before, we an obtain the law of the interationvariable. For the perfet integrate and re neuron with exponentially deaying synaptiurrent, the law of this random variable is dedued from the law of the rst hitting timeof the related DIP starting from (θ + wijτ(1 − e−t/τs), Is(Xj) + wije−Xj/τ ) to reah thethreshold θ. In the ase of the perfet integrate-and-re neuron with perfet synapses, thelaw of the interation random variable is given by the law of the rst hitting time of therelated IWP starting from (θ + twij , Is(Xj) + wij) to reah the threshold θ.In these ases, we observe that the outdown proess is no more a Markov hain. Indeed,in order to ompute the reset random variable, we need to onsider the value of the synaptiurrent at the spike time (we will see that this variable an be omputed). Furthermore,for non stationary inputs, we have to add the time as a new variable. Considering theountdown proess augmented of the value of the synapti urrent at the time of the nextspike I(n)s and of the time t is a Markov proess whose spike times (times where a oordinateof the ountdown proess is 0) have the same probability distribution as the spikes in thenetwork. Eventually, this hain an be onsidered as a disrete time Markov hain if wesample it at the times of the spike. Let us preise the dynamis of this proess. Considerthat this proess after the nth spike is (Xn, Ins , tn). Then the next spike will be red fromthe neuron in having the lowest ountdown value. It will re at time tn+1 = tn + Xnin . Itsountdown value will be reset to the rst hitting time of the related DIP or IWP, and as wehave seen in [25℄, the law of the pair omposed of next spike time and the relative loationof the synapti urrents at this time is known. Therefore by drawing in the law of this pair,we have thus the new ountdown value and the future synapti urrent at the time of thenext spike for in. Similarly, eah neuron j ∈ V(i) is updated aording to the law of the rsthitting time of the related membrane's potential starting with input urrent given by Inj toreah a given threshold, and therefore the new ountdownw value and the future loationof the input urrent are omputed at the same time using the results of [25℄. The otherneurons' state are unhanged. Between two spike times, the variable of synapti urrent isunhanged, the time inreases linearly with slope 1 and the ountdown dereases linearlywith slope −1. It is lear that the law of the spikes is the same as the law of the zeros ofthe ountdown proess.3.2 Leaky integrate-and-re models with instantaneous synapsesWe now take into aount the leak of the membrane potential, but still onsider the synap-ti integration instantaneous. The general Leaky Integrate-and-Fire (LIF) equation withinstantaneous synapti and noisy input urrents reads :
{
τidV
(i) = −(V (i) + Ie(t))dt + σidW (i)t
V (i)(t−) = θ ⇒ V (i)(t) = Vr
(3.8)where (W it )1≤i≤N are independent Brownian motions. The reset random variable is thesame for all synapti interations. It is distributed as the hitting time of the threshold θINRIA
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ess dened by (3.8). The only diulty arises from the urrentinput Ie: if it depends on the time t, then this random variable has not the same law ateah time but depends on the time of the spike. If Ie is onstant, then:
Yi := inf
{
t > 0; V
(i)
t = θ|V
(i)
0 = Vr
} (3.9)where V (i) is solution of (3.8). If Ie is not onstant, then assume that the neuron i spikes attime t∗. At this time, the proess X(i) is reset by drawing an independent random variablehaving the law of (3.9) where V (i) is solution of (3.8) with the time-shifted input urrent
I
(i)′
e (t) = I
(i)
e (t + t∗).We onsider that the membrane potential follows the equation (3.8), together with thespiking ondition:
V (i)(t−) = θ ⇒
{
V (i)(t) = Vr
V (j)(t) = V (j)(t−) + wi,j1j∈V(i) (3.10)We ompute the membrane potential with and without the reeption of a spike. Let t∗ be thetime when the neuron j reeives a spike, V (j) the membrane potential of the neuron j afterreeption of a spike, Ṽ (j) the membrane potential of the neuron j without any interationwith other neurons, V ∗(j) := V (j)(t∗−) and X∗(j) := X(j)(t∗−). We have :
V (j)(t∗ + t) = (V ∗(j) + wi,j)e
−t/τ +
1
τ
∫ t
0
e(s−t)/τIje (s + t
∗) ds +
1
τ
∫ t
0
e(s−t)/τσ dWsand
Ṽ (j)(t∗ + t) = V ∗(j)e
−t/τ +
1
τ
∫ t
0
e(s−t)/τ Ije (s + t
∗) ds +
1
τ
∫ t
0
e(s−t)/τσ dWsFrom the two equations above we an easily see that :
V (j)(t∗ + t) = Ṽ (j)(t∗ + t) + wi,je
−t/τ (3.11)For t = X∗(j) we have Ṽ (j)(t∗ + X∗(j)) = θ and from (3.11) we have :
V (j)(t∗ + X∗(j) + t) = (θ + wi,je
−X∗(j)/τ )e−t/τ +
1
τ
∫ t
0
e(s−t)/τIje (s + t
∗ + X∗(j)) ds
+
1
τ
∫ t
0
e(s−t)/τσ dWs (3.12)Remark. To nd this result we ould have integrated the dierene between V and Ṽ usingthe linearity of the model. We keep this simple but longer proof beause it is more generaland applies to the other results we state in the sequel.
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lear from equation (3.11) that the hitting time of the barrier θ by the proess
V (j), onditionally on the random variable X∗(j) is the sum of X∗(j) and an independentrandom variable whose law is equal to the hitting time of the barrier θ of the proess (3.8)with initial ondition V (j)(0) = θ + wi,je−X∗(j)/τ and with the time shifted input urrent
˜
Ije (t) := Ije (t + t
∗ + X∗(j)).
ηi,j(u) := inf
{
t > 0; U (j)(t) = θ|U (j)(0) = θ + wi,je−X
∗
(j)/τ
} (3.13)where U (j)(t) is the solution of equation (3.8) with the time-shifted urrent speied.The problem of the rst hitting time of the LIF neuron with onstant or urved bound-aries have been addressed in [24℄. We have seen that no losed-form solution an be given tothis problem, but many omputational methods an be used in order to haraterize thesehitting times. For instane Volterra's, Durbin's and Girsanov's method for urved bound-aries and when the input urrent is onstant the Laplae transform of this random variableis known.An important remark is that this random variable only depends on X∗(j). Conditionallyto X∗(j), the random variable added is independent of the past of the proess, so the sequene
X(j) is Markovian. Furthermore, the network's ountdown proess dynamis is autonomous:we do not need to refer to the underlying membrane's potential to desribe its evolution.This is very interesting sine we an study and simulate this random variable by itself.Therefore, the variable (Xt), possibly added with the time t if the input urrent is notstationary, is a Markov proess, and this proess sampled at the times of the spikes is aMarkov hain. Furthermore, the law of the zeros of this proess is equal to the one of thespikes of the underlying network.3.2.1 LIF model with general post-synapti urrent pulseIn this setion we onsider a LIF neuron desribed by (3.8). Following the models presentedin [14, setion 4.1.3℄, eah presynapti spike generates a postsynapti urrent pulse. Morepreisely, if the neuron i spikes at time t∗ and j ∈ V(i) reeives the spike, then this neuronfeel an additional input urrent given by:
IPSP (t
∗ + t) = wi,j α(t) (3.14)Let's inlude this eet inside the input urrent Ĩe (i.e.
Ĩe(t) = Ie(t) +
∑
i6=j
∑
tj≤tj
i
≤t
wi,j α(t − tji )where tj denotes the time of the last spike emitted by the neuron j and tji the sequenes ofspikes emitted from the neuron i to the neuron j.
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ulations lead to:
V (j)(t∗ + X∗(j)) = θ + wi,je
−X∗(j)/τ
∫ X∗(j)
0
α(s)es/τ ds (3.15)So eventually the lasting time to spike for the neuron j is the time the stohasti proess
V (j), beginning from the value (3.15), reahes the threshold θ, with a new external urrent.The random variable here is again (X(t), Ĩe(t))t. Adding this new Markov proess allowsus to onsider an extended model of the hourglass model in whih one omponent is theountdown proess.In the general ase, the ountdown proess annot be onsidered as a Markov proesssine its dynamis depends on the whole sequene of spikes in the network untill time
t. Nevertheless this analysis an be simplied if onsidering postsynapti urrent pulsessolutions of an ordinary dierential equation. This is a very general ase, and overs mostof the usual models of synapti oupling (see for instane the works of van Rotterdam andolleagues for the modeling of postsynapti urrent pulses [30℄). These postsynapti pulsesare in general onsidered as an exponentially deaying pulse, when taking into aount onlythe deay of the synapti integration and onsidering the rise time null. In that ase thepostsynapti pulse has the form:
α(s) = ke−s/τs1s≥0whih is solution of a rst order linear dierential equation. An even more realisti modeltaking into aount the rise time τr of the synapse and its deay τs is modelled by thefollowing α funtion for τr 6= τs
α(s) =
k
τs − τr
[
e−s/τs − e−s/τr
]1s≥0and for τr = τs,
α(s) = k s e−s/τs1s≥0In that ase the pulse is solution of a seond order linear dierential equations.To take into aount this synapti integration of spikes in our framework, we have toextend the phase spae of our Markov hain. More preisely, the markovian model weonsider inludes a seond variable, the spike-indued urrent (Iia(t))i=1...N,t≥0. If we denoteby L the linear dierential operator of the α funtion, the spike indued urrent is solutionof the equation
LIa = 0.The new membrane potential equation for a given neuron i in the network is now givenby: {
τidV
(i)
t = (−V
(i)
t + Ie(t)) dt + I
(i)
a (t) dt + σidWt
LIa(t) = 0
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16 Jonathan TouboulThe Markovian variable we onsider is now the proess (Xt, Ia(t))t≥0. When a neuron ieliits a spike, i.e. when its ountdown reahes 0 at time t∗, its ountdown value is reset bydrawing in the law of the rst hitting time of the membrane potential with initial ondition
(Vr, I
i
a(t
∗)) to the threshold and for all neuron j ∈ V(i), their spike-indued urrent Ija(t∗)are instantaneously updated by adding the synapti eieny wij : Ija(t∗) = Ija(t∗−) + wij .Simulating this Markov proess, that an be sampled at the times of the spike emission, isequivalent from the spikes point of view as simulating the whole membrane potential proess.3.3 LIF model with exponentially deaying synapti integrationIn this ase we take into aount the deay time of synapse at the level of the noise integrationitself. In this ase, introdued in [24℄ and whose statistis have been approximated in [25℄,the membrane potential and the synapti noise are oupled via the following dierentialequation: {
τidV
(i) = (µi − V (i)(t))dt + Iie(t)dt + Iis(t)dt 1 ≤ i ≤ N
τsdI
i
s = −Iis(t)dt + σidW it
(3.16)and the spiking ondition reads:
V (i)(t−) = θ ⇒
{
V (i)(t) = Vr
Ijs (t) = I
j
s (t
−) + wi,j1j∈V(i) (3.17)Qualitatively, when a spike is reeived by a neuron, the synapti urrent Is integrates thespike and the eet on the membrane potential is smoother. Therefore in this model it isinteresting to onsider post-synpti pulses having the same dynamis as the noise integration,i.e. solution of the dierential equation:
τs
dIadt = −Ia(t).The very same analysis ould be done if we onsidered an instantaneous spike integration,but we do not present the results here sine it seems strange to us to onsider to levels ofsynapti integration: the noise integration and the spike integration. The alulations annevertheless be driven exatly as in the ase of the perfet integrate-and-re.The reset random variable is given by the rst hitting time of the membrane's potentialstohasti proess. Driving the same type of alulus as in the previous setion we obtain,for j ∈ V(i) and τ 6= τs the relationship :
V (j)(t∗ + t) = Ṽ (j)(t∗ + t) + e−t/τwi,j
1 − e−αt
α
(3.18)where α = 1τs − 1τ and again Ṽ (j)(t∗ + t) the membrane potential of the neuron j withoutany interation. We an see that after the time X∗(j), the membrane potential of j is θ +
wi,je
−t/τ 1−e
−αX∗
(j)
α . The evolution of the potential V (j) after t∗ + X∗(j) and onditionallyINRIA
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ation analysis of non-linear IF neurons. 17on X∗(j) and Is(t∗) is independent of the past, so we have to wait for the proess (3.17) toreah the threshold θ from the initial ondition θ + wi,je−t/τ 1−e−αX∗(j)α and with the timeand spae shifted urrents ˜Ije (t) := Ije (t+ t∗ +X∗(j))+wije−X∗(j)τs . In the ase τ = τs we onlyhave to replae the expression 1−e−αX∗(j)α by X∗(j)wi,je−t/τ , and the hange in the urrents isthe same.Therefore, the variable (Xt, Is(t)) is Markovian and we dedue the preise ring timesfrom its study. This Markovian variable neessitates to evaluate the law of the rst hittingtime of a DIP to a urved boundary, whih an be ahieved using the tehnique provided in[25℄. As in the ase of the perfet integrate-and-re neuron, we an show that this proess,eventually augmented with the time t, and possibly sampled at the times of the spikes,satisfy the Markov property and the law of the zeros of the Markov proess is the same asthe law of the spikes of the underlying network. Indeed, we have seen that the outdownproess was no more a Markov hain. In order to ompute the reset random variable, weneed to onsider the value of the synapti urrent at the spike time. Furthermore, for nonstationary inputs, we have to add the time as a new variable. The dynamis of this proessan be desribed as follows: onsider that this proess after the nth spike is (Xn, Ins , tn).Then the next spike will be red from the neuron in having the lowest ountdown value. Itwill re at time tn+1 = tn + Xnin . Its ountdown value will be reset to the rst hitting timeof the related DIP, and proved in [25℄, the law of the pair omposed of next spike time andthe relative loation of the synapti urrents at this time is known. Therefore by drawing inthe law of this pair, we have thus the new ountdown value and the future synapti urrentat the time of the next spike for in. Similarly, eah neuron j ∈ V(i) is updated aordingto the law of the rst hitting time of the related membrane's potential starting with inputurrent given by Inj to reah a given threshold, and therefore the new ountdownw value andthe future loation of the input urrent are omputed at the same time using the results ofhapter [25℄. The other neurons' state are unhanged. It is lear that the law of the spikesis the same as the law of the zeros of the ountdown proess.3.4 LIF models with noisy ondutanesThe interations onsidered in the last subsetion are reasonable models of urrent inter-ation. Nevertheless reality it is even more ompliated. Indeed, the eet of a spike onthe postsynapti ell does not diretly results in the generation of urrents. It results inhanges in the membrane's ondutane, and these modiations produe a ioni urrent.This resulting urrent is approximately proportional to the membrane's voltage potential.The modulation of the ondutane of the post-synapti membrane has a ertain time ourse
g(t− t∗), whih is in general onsidered as onstant, to keep the model tratable. Here againwe onsider the noise and the spikes integrated in the same fashion, i.e. via the ondu-
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es. Therefore the membrane potential when no spike is reeived is solution of the linearstohasti dierential equation:
{
dV (i) = (Ie(t) − λ(V (i)t − Vrev)) dt + Is(t) dt + σi gi (V (i) − Vrev) dW it
V (i)(t−) = θ ⇒ V (i)(t) = Vr
(3.19)In this equation the term Is orresponds to the urrent generated by the spikes. Whenneuron j reeives a spike from one of its neighbors i, a urrent Is is generated, whih hasthe value wijg(V (j) − Vrev) (Vrev is the reversal potential of the synapse). Note that weartiially introdued Vrev in the leak term, whih amounts to formally hanging the urrent
Ie, in order to integrate more simply this equation. We learly see in this equation the eetof a presynapti spike on the ondutanes. More preise models take into aount thevanishing of this eet in the time. General time proles of the postsynapti ondutanepulses are alpha funtions as desribed in the previous setion, and hene an be modeled assolution of a linear ordinary dierential equation of order one, two or greter. Nevertheless,even in the simpler ase, we will see that these models annot be expressed as a Markovianmodel in funtion of the ountdown proess and possibly other real proesses.We rst onsider the ase where the neuron j reeives a spike at time t∗ from neuron iand that this inreases the ondutane by a oeient wij g. The solution of the membranepotential's equation after time t∗ reads:
V (j)(t + t∗) = V ∗(j)Zt +
∫ t
0
Ie(s + t
∗)Zt−s ds (3.20)where Zt = exp{−(λ + 1/2σ2 − wijg)(t − t∗) + σWt}. The membrane potential if no spikewere reeived at time t∗ would read:
Ṽ (j)(t + t∗) = V ∗(j)Z̃t +
∫ t
0
Ie(s + t
∗)Z̃t−s ds (3.21)where Z̃t = exp{−(λ + 1/2σ2 − wijg)(t − t∗) + σWt} = ewijg(t−t∗)Zt. At time X∗(j) themembrane potential reads:
V (j)(X∗(j) + t
∗) = θewij g X
∗
(j) +
∫ X∗(j)
0
Ie(s + t
∗)Zt−s(e
wij g s − 1) dsThis expression therefore depends on the whole past of the Brownian motion, and annotbe written as a funtion of X∗(j), even taking into aount the ondutane as an additionalvariable. These models will not be subjet to the markovian modelization we propose inthis paper.
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ed networks with synapti delays and refratoryperiodIn the previous setion, the instantaneity of the interation at the level of the synapse lead usto onsider only inhibitory interations in order to avoid the ontraditory problem of spikeavalanhe we desribed above. In biologial network, this issue does not appears beause therefratory period of the neuron upperbounds the ring frequeny. Furthermore, the synaptidelays in the transmission of the spike also avoids the avalanhe proess by avoiding the self-exitation, through the network, of a given ell. The refratory period is a transient phasejust after the ring during whih it is impossible very diult to exite the ell. Thisphenomenon is linked with the dynamis of ion hannels and the hyperpolarization phase ofthe spike emission, lasts few milliseonds, and prevents the neuron from ring spikes at anarbitrary high ring rates. It an be deomposed into two phases: the absolute refratoryperiod, whih is a onstant period of time orresponding loosely to the hyperpolization of theneuron during whih is it impossible to exite the ell no matter how great the stimulatingurrent applied is (see for instane [16, hapter 9℄ for a further biologial disussion of thephenomenon and [14, 1℄ for a disussion on modelling this refratory period). Immediatelyafter this phase begins the relative refratory period during whih the initiation of a seondation potential is inhibited but still possible. It amounts onsidering that the synaptiinputs reeived at the level of the ell are weighted by a funtion depending on the timeelapsed sine the spike emission. This phase also lasts around one milliseond.To be oherent in our modelization, when we take into aount suh fast phenomena, weneed to onsider in another addition fast phenomenon: the axonal spike transmission fromthe presynapti ell to the postsynapti one. The delay indued by the spike transport andits transmission via the synapse depends on the distane between the two ells, the speedof transmission of the signal along the axon and the transmission time at the synapse, andhas a typial duration of few milliseonds.To model the absolute refratory period, we onsider that if the neuron indexed by ires at time t, it stays at his resting potential V (i)r untill time t + Ri where Ri is the timeduration of the absolute refratory period, that only depends on the presynapti neuron.We model the relative refratory period only for the spike integration, and not for thenoise integration. Indeed, the stohastiity of the membrane potential does not exlusivelyomes from the synapses, and therefore might not be inuened by the state of the ionhannels. Moreover, the noise oming from the unorrelated ativity at the synapse reatesalso a Brownian urrent, whih is very small in law (the probability of the integrated proessat the level of the membrane during a time period as short as 1 or 2ms to be substantial isvery small). Therefore we onsider that the integration of the noise is not inuened by therelative refratory period. For the network's interation, this remark is no more valid: theinformations do transit via the synapses, and the hange of membrane potential is onsistent.These synapti eieny will be weighted by a funtion depending on the time elapsed sinethe last spike has been red. We denote this funtion κ(t) following the notation of Gerstnerand Kistler in [14℄. In our ase this funtion is unspeied, is zero at t = 0 and inreases to
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Figure 4: Sample path of the membrane potential of a three-neuron exitatory network withsynapti delays and refratory period in the ase of the perfet integrate-and-re neuron.The blak urve represents the membrane potential, the red urve the membrane potential'sproess with no reset and no interation. The spikes are represented by red stars and bluedotted lines. The refratory period is represented by the blue boxes: plain blue for theabsolute refratory period, and the intensity is proportional to the attenuation of the spikeduring the relative refratory period.
1 with a harateristi time of around 2ms. It an be of bounded support of dened otherR, but it will very fast be very lose to 1.To model the synapti delay we onsider that spikes emitted by a neuron do not aetinstantaneously the target neurons, but only after some delay ∆i,j whih an depend onboth the presynapti and the postsynapti neurons (see gure 4) sine this delay is linkedto the duration of the spike transmission and therefore may depend on some measure ofdistane between the pre- and post-synapti neurons.
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Figure 5: The refratory period at a spike emission, and the related κ funtion weightingthe synapti inputsIn the present setion, we model these three phenomena, and show that in these aseswe an also dene a Markov hain desribing the spike times of the neural network, thatwill be also based on the hourglass model. For inhibitory networks, the modiations withthe previous framework is very simple, but it will beome slightly more omplex, but stilltratable, when taking into aount synapti delays. For the sake of ompatness of nota-tions, we dene the funtion κj(t) for all t > 0. This funtion is identially equall to 0 for
t ∈ [0, Rj ], and inreases to one after time Rj with a harateristi time of the order of themilliseond (see gure 5. If neuron i res a spikes at time ti, its eet on the postsynaptineuron j depends on the synapti delay ∆i,j , the ountdown value X(j)(t), and the time ofthe last spike emitted by j:(i). If ∆ij < X(j)(t), then the reeption of a spike at time t ats on the post-synaptineuron at time t + ∆i,j in the same fashions as disussed in the dierent modelsonsidered in setion 3, but in that ase the interation an be either exitatory orinhibitory, with a synapti eieny wijκj(ti + ∆ij − tj) .(ii). If ∆ij > X(j)(t), the postsynapti neuron will re before reeiving the spike from thepresynapti ell i, and it will at on the postsynapti ell's membrane with an eieny
wijκj(ti + ∆ij − Xj).
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22 Jonathan TouboulLet us onsider the eet of these features from the viewpoint of the ountdown proess.The reset variable is only aeted by the absolute refratory period, and in a very simpleway. Indeed, we formally onsider that the neuron i is stuked at its reset value V (i)r duringa period of time Ri after having red. After this period, the neuron's membrane potentialfollows its evolution depending on the model hosen. Therefore, time of the next spikestarting from time t + Ri has the law of the reset variable in the ase where we did nottake into aount refratory period and synapti delay, i.e. has the law of the rst hittingtime of the membrane potential proess to the spike threshold, with the time-shifted input
Ie(t + t
∗ + Ri) in the ase of non-stationary inputs. If we denote τi this random variable,the new reset variable of the related ountdown proess has simply the law of Yi = τi + Ri.The ase of the interation variable is a little bit more intriate, and we will deal with itin the following subsetions.4.1 Modeling the refratory periodWe rst onsider that the transmission delay is null. In this ase the eet of a presynaptispike on the ell j will be weighted by the funtion κj(t− tj) where tj is the time of the lastspike emitted by the ell j. We show that for the models disussed in setion 3, the spikesin the network have the same law as the zeros of a simpler Markov proess based on theountdown proess, and that this dynamis an be redued to the one of a Markov hain.To this purpose, we identify the random variables needed to dene the ountdown proess.In gure 6 we repesented a sample path of the ountdown proess related to the perfetintegrate-and-re neuron when onsidering an absolute refratory period. Two randomvariables are neessary to dene the dynamis of the ountdown proess: the reset variableand the interation variable. We already identied the law of the reset random variable forthe ountdown proess when onsidering a refratory period. For the interation variable,the ase is readily dedued from the analysis of setion 3 in the ase of inhibitory interations.Indeed, if neuron i eliits a spike at time ti, it will aet the postsynapti neuron j only if itis not during its absolute refratory period, with a weighted synapti eieny. Denote by
tj the time of the last spike eliited by j. The presynpti spike oming from neuron i willaet the neuron j only if tj + Rj < ti, and if it does, the ation of the presynapti spikeon the next spike time has exatly the same eet as treated in the previous setion, with asynapti eieny wijκj(ti − tj). Therefore, adding a refratory period makes the randomvariable depend upon the last ring times of eah neuron.To take into aount this fat, we dene the last ring times variable H ∈ RN , thatstores the last spike time of eah neuron. All its omponents are set to R def= mini=1...N −Riat the initial time. The jth omponent is this variable is onstant between two spikes ofthe neuron j. If neuron j spikes at time tj , this omponent is instantaneously set to t, andall the other omponents of this variables are unhanged. This value will remain onstantuntill neuron j spikes again3.3this variable ould also be modelled as a renewal proess that is set at eah spike time of neuron i at thevalue Ri, and the neuron i an reeive stimulations from its presynapti spikes only when this value is 0.
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Figure 6: A sample path of the ountdown proess taking into aount the refratory period.This gure represent the ountdown value for a 2 neurons network. Neuron j res rst atan instant where the ell membrane is exitable, and has an inhibitory eet on neuron i,whose spike is posponed. When neuron i res for the rst time, the neuron j is still inits refratory period and therefore does not integrate the eet of the inoming spike. Theseond spike emitted from neuron i exites the ell j and advanes the spike time. Neuron
j then spikes during the refratory period of neuron i.
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24 Jonathan TouboulIf the synapses are inhibitory, the interation variable ηij of the new ountdown pro-ess is simply dedued from the law interation variable η̃ij(wij) by hanging the synap-ti weight. In the ase of realisti refratory period, we have ηij = η̃ij(wijκj(ti − tj)).In the partiular ase of pure absolute refratory period, this random variable is simply
ηij = η̃ij(wij)1Xi>Hj+Rj . This new interation variable depends therefore on the samevariables as the one in the ase of setion 3 and on the last ring time variable. The pro-ess (Xt, Ht, t, At), where At are the possible additional variables (typially the value of thesynapti urrent or the interation urrent) is hene a Markov proess. Indeed, if all theomponents of X are stritly positive, the time inreases linearly with slope 1, the ount-down proess dereases linearly with slope −1, the last ring time variable and the possibleadditional variables remain onstant. If the omponent i of the ountdown proess reahes
0, this neuron spikes. Almost surely only one neuron realize this inmum at a given time.At this time, say ti, the following operations our: X(i)(ti) is reset to an independent opy of Yi and Ati is updated aording to itsdynamis. Hi(ti) = ti and Hj(ti) = Hj(t−i ) for all j 6= i (i.e. theses omponents are unhanged). ∀j ∈ V(i), X(j)(ti) = X(j)t−
i
+ ηi,j1ti>Hj+Rj the time is trivially updated.After this phase, the dynamis proeeds the same way.For exitatory interations, the ase is slightly more omplex. The previous alulationsare valid only in the inhibitory ase, sine we used the Markov property of the proesseswe were studying to ompute the interation variable. More preisely, when an inhibitoryinteration ours, the time of the next spike is inreased. The state of the ountdownvalue gave us the time of the next spike, together with the state of possible additionalvariables. This information was taken into aount: using the Markov property of theproesses we studied, we stated at the time of the expeted spike if no interation had takenplae meanwhile, and from this point we omputed the law of the additional time to waituntill the next spike beause of the interation. In the ase of exitatory interations, thistrik annot be applied: indeed, the time to the next spike after the exitatory interationis smaller than the one predited by the ountdown proess. When we were onditionningon the past in the ase of inhibitory interations, we will be onditionning on the future inthe ase of exitatory synapses in order to derive our random variables. This is not a bigdeal oneptually, but we have to be areful when deriving these random variables.Perfet IF neuron with instantaneous synapses: Assume that the neuron j reeivesa spike from neuron i at time ti. The ountdown proess value of the neuron j just beforethis interation is denoted X∗j . The interation random variable ηij is the dierene of timebetween the spike time after interation and the spike time before interation, onditionnalyto the fat that this next spike time was predited to be X∗j . After some simple alulations,INRIA
Bifuration analysis of non-linear IF neurons. 25we observe that it has the law of the rst hitting time of the membrane potential proess to
θ−wij onditionnaly to the fat that the rst hitting time of this proess to θ is X∗j . Denoteby ζij this random variable. The law of the update random variable ηij will be dened by
(ζij − Xj)1Xi>Hj+Rj (note that the variable ζij is always positive; if the interation makesthe neuron spike instantaneously, its means that ζij = 0 and therefore the new ountdownvalue for j is 0). Furthermore in that ase, sine the Markov's property annot be used, therandom variable will not be independent of the value of the membrane's potential at thetime of the spike, whih we denote by V ∗j . Let us haraterize the law of ζij :P [ζij = u] = P[τθ−wijκj(ti−Hj) = u∣∣V ∗j , τθ = X∗j ]
= P[τθ = X∗j ∣∣V ∗j , τθ−wijκj(ti−Hj) = u]P[τθ−wijκj(ti−Hj) = u∣∣V ∗j ]P[τθ = X∗j ∣∣V ∗j ]
= P[τθ = X∗j ∣∣Wu = θ − wijκj(ti − Hj)]P[τθ−wijκj(ti−Hj) = u∣∣V ∗j ]P[τθ = X∗j ∣∣V ∗j ] (4.1)This random variable is null whenever V ∗j > θ−wij . This gives us the law of the interationvariable in the ase of exitatory inputs. Nevertheless, we an see that it involves thevalue of the membrane potential's proess at the times of the spike. Therefore, we needan additionnal variable in order to dene autonomously the ountdown proess: it is themembrane potential's value at the times of the spike reeptions. At eah time that a spikeis emitted in the network, this variable is updated in the following fashion: For the neuron that eliited a spike, this value is set to Vr For the other neurons, it is updated by drawing in the law of the membrane potentialonditionally to the fat that it will reah the threshold at the time given by theountdown proess.In summary, to simulate the proess with a Markovian framework inluding the ount-down proess, we simulate a disrete time Markov hain (X, H, V ), where H is the last ringtime variable, X the ountdown proess and V the membrane potential at the time of thespike. The transition of this hain from (Xn, Hn, V n, tn) is given by:



V n+1in = Vr
V n+1j : drawn in the law of V (j)t onditionnaly to the fat that it is
V nj at time tn and θ at time tn + X(n)j for j 6= in
tn+1 = tn + Xin
Hn+1in = t
n+1
Xn+1in = Yin
Xn+1j = X
n
j + ηinj(X
n
j , V
n+1
j , H
n+1
j ) for j 6= inRR n° 6661
26 Jonathan TouboulExitation for perfet IF neuron with synapti integration: In the ase of exi-tatory synapses, the same issue as before appears: the Markov property does not apply,and hene we have to apply the same transformation as we performed in equation (4.1). Inthat ase, the alulations lead to keep in memory both the membrane potential and thesynapti urrent at the times of the spikes. The same type of expressions and the same typeof dynamis of the resulting Markov hain is obtained. Indeed, assume that the ountdownproess value at the time of the spike is X∗j and the value of the additional variable (thesynapti urrent at the time of the next spike) is I∗j . Then the probability to spike at time
u < X∗j and for an input urrent Is = v after the exitation has been reeived an beomputed as the rst hitting time of the underlying membrane potential. In the ase ofinstantaneous interations, it has the law of the rst hitting time of the membrane potentialproess starting at (Vj(t∗), Ij(t∗)) the values of the membrane potential and of the synaptiurrent at the time of the spike onsidered, to reah the threshold θ−wijκj(ti −Hj) at time
u with the synapti urrent v onditionnaly on reahing the threshold θ at time X∗j withthe input urrent I∗j . The law of this random variable an be omputed in the same fashionas we did in (4.1). We an see that it depends on the value of the membrane potential andof the input urrent at the times of the spikes. The law of this random variable is knownand an be omputed. Therefore, we an provide a Markovian framework to study this typeof behaviors. For the other types of perfet integrate-and-re models, the same reasonningapplies and we get blou blou....LIF with instantaneous synapses In the ase of the leaky integrate-and-re neuronwith instantaneous synapti integration, no further simpliation an be provided, and weobtain that the new spike time after interation has the law of the rst hitting time of themembrane potential proess to reah the boundary θ −wijκj(ti −Hj)e−t/τ (where ti is thetime of the presynapti spike) onditionnaly on the fat that the rst hitting time of theboundary θ is equal to X∗j . In that ase again, we need an additional variable: the membranepotential at the times of the spikes, in order to dene a Markov hain ontaining the timesof the spikes.The ase of postsynapti urrent pulses an be treated in the same way. In that aseagain it will be neessary to know the membrane potential's voltage at the times of the spikein order to be able to simulate the ountdown proess.LIF with synapti integration The ase of the LIF neuron with synapti integrationan be treated in the same fashion as the ase of the perfet integrate-and-re with synaptiintegration.4.2 Inluding synapti delaysWhen we inlude the synapti delays in addition to the refratory period, the reset variableof the related ountdown proess is the same as in the ase where we only onsider the ell'srefratory period: taking into aount the axonal delay does not aet the reset variable
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Figure 7: A sample path of the ountdown proess in the ase of the perfet integrate-and-re neuron with instantaneous interations, when taking into aount the synapti delaysand the refratory period. The rst spike is emitted by neuron j but arrives at neuron
i during its refratory period hene does not aet its evolution. Neuron i sends a spikeduring the refratory period of neuron j whih is reeived after this period and hene aetsthe dynamis of the ountdown proess. The ation of neuron i on j is inhibitory and theation of j on i exitatory.whih, for a given neuron i, has the same law as Ri + τi where τi has the law of the rsthitting time of the membrane potential proess to the threshold starting from Vr . Thesynapti delay nevertheless aets the interation variable in a quite intriate fashion. Asample path of the ountdown proess in that ase is represented in gure 7. Nevertheless,it adds a non-trivial memory-like phenomenon in the network. Indeed, sine spikes do notreah instantaneously the postsynapti neuron, the postsynapti neuron an re, be reset,and then integrate a previous spike. This hanges our framework: indeed, in our framework,the random variables were updated instantaneousluy at eah spike time, even when the
RR n° 6661
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Figure 8: Presynapti spikes emitted before a postsynapti spike an aet the postsynaptiell after the ring.interation at the level of the membrane potential was not. The delay reates a networkmemory that leads us to keep in memory a ertain number of spikes. Fortunately, beauseof the absolute refratory period, we only have to take into aount a nite number of spikesthat an possibly aet the postsynapti potential after it eliits a spike (see gure 8). Themaximal number of spikes onerned is given by M def= ⌊∆ijRj ⌋ where ⌊x⌋ is the oor funtion,i.e. the largest integer small or equal to x.In this ase, instead of onsidering the last ring times variable whih ontained only thelast ring time for eah neuron of the network, we onsider the last M ring times variables.This variable is a matrix HM ∈ RN×M . Eah line of the matrix orresponds to the M lastring times of the neuron. Eah line i of the matrix is onstant between two spike timesof the neuron i. At the initial time, the M omponents of this line are set to the value
mini,j{−Ri − ∆ij}. If the neuron spikes at time ti, then eah omponent of the line aremodied: for all k ∈ {2, . . . , N}, Hi,k−1 = Hi,k and Hi,M = ti. This matrix stores the timesof the M last spike times of the neuron i, in the hronologial order.In this ase again, we an desribe a Markov proess and a Markov hain in order toreprodue the times of the spikes. This hain is omposed of the same elements as the modelwith no delay. Let us denote by Xn the ountdown hain , by An the possible additionalvariables, Hn the M last ring times variables, tn the event times, and by Ṽ n the variablesontaining the membrane potential at the times of the spikes, whih is neessary only in thease of exitatory interations. An event in this hain is either a spike, or the arrival of aspike on a postsynapti spike, now that these two events are no more simultaneous. Thenext spike if no delayed interation ours will be red after a time given by τ = mini Xni ,and the rst arrival of a possible spike at a ell is given by
ν = min
i,j∈{1, ... ,N}
k∈{1, ..., M}
{x = Hi,k + ∆ij − t; x > 0}
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Bifuration analysis of non-linear IF neurons. 29If this set is empty, the min is set to +∞. If τ < ν, a spike will be red by the neuron ihaving the lowest ountdown value. The state of the ountdown variable for this neuron isreset aording to the law we already desribed, and all other variables are updated: theline i of the last M ring times will be updated, the time will be updated to t+Xi, and theadditional variables are updated. No interation is taken into aount at this time. If ν < τ ,assume that the minimum is ahieved for the value Hi,k + ∆ij for some i, j, k. This meansthat the kth latest spike of neuron i reahes the ell j. Therefore, the related interationvariable of this onnetion will be added, and the ountdown value of neuron j will beupdated, together with the possible additional variables. The time is advaned to t + ν.Note also that many 3-uplets (i, j, k) an ahieve this min at the same time. Moreover, it ispossible also that an exitatory interation makes a postsynapti neuron re instantaneouslyat the reeption of the spike. All these ases might be treated sequentially, by iterating themehanism we just desribed. Nevertheless, we are ensured that no avalanhe an our,beause of the absolute refratory period and of the delays.We nally note that in the ase of purely inhibitory networks, the update of this hainan be done only at the times of the spike. Indeed, let us onsider that the state of thishain at the iteration n is (Xn, Hn, tn, An) and that neuron i just spiked. We then omputeits next spike time if no interation ours meanwhile Yi. But we know through the variable
Hn that possibly, before this time Yi, spikes emitted from other neurons will arrive at thesynapses of i. We an therefore at this same time tn draw in the laws of the interationvariables the additional time that their arrival will provoke on the next spike time for i (thistime may depend on the time when the spike will arrive at the synapse of i, whih an alsobe omputed with the variables we have). Therefore in that ase, the ountdown value willbe an hourglass hain as dened in setion 1.5 Ergodiity of the networkThe approah we developped in the last setions resulted in providing a simpler frameworkthan the usual one based on the membrane potential for modeling the spikes in a neuralnetwork of stohasti integrate-and-re neurons This model is equivalent in law from theviewpoint of the spike times, to the usual model. If this modelization gives us a verynatural and sometimes very eient way for simulating the network (see setion 6), it alsoprovides us a good framework for studying its mathematial properties in a more elegantand tratable fashion. Indeed, the models we obtained t into a lass of models studied inthe queuing theory in the past ten years. The rst analysis of this type of modelled is dueto Marie Cottrell [6℄. In this artile she studied the hourglass model where the interationrandom variable is deterministi and inhibitory (i.e. ∀i, j, we have ηi,j(u) ≡ η where η isa positive onstant). In her artile, she proves in that ase that the related Markov hainis irredutibility and aperiodiity. Furthermore, she provides a riterion for the positivereurrene of this hain and haraterizes the ISI for a two neuron network. In the transientase she shows that some neuron will stop ring in a nite time, and study the patternformed by the "dead" neurons (those that will never spike again).RR n° 6661
30 Jonathan TouboulThe proof of the irredutibility and aperiodiity of the hain onsists in onstruting aset of probability in whih all the N neurons re onseutively. The probability of this set isstritly postive, and we an show that every state is aessible after the Nth spike triggeredby the last neuron. The same analysis an be done after the next spike, so at spike N + 1,whih proves that the embedded Markov hain Xn is irredutible and aperiodi.She then proves that if E [Y 2i ] < ∞ and η < inf
i=1,...,N
E[Yi]
|V(i)| where η is the interationonstant, Y the reset random variable and |V(i)| the number of neighbors (postsynaptineurons) of the neuron i, then the ountdown proess (Xt)t and the related Markov hain
(Xn) are ergodis, irredutibles, aperiodis and positive reurrents.This result was then generalized by Friker, Robert et al [13℄. In this paper, the authorsnd neessary and suient onditions of ergodiity for the system when the variables ofinterations ηi,j does not depend on the state of the variable, and are an iid sequene ofrandom variables (but no more onsidered deterministi). Assume that the network is fullyonneted, and that the reinitialisation random variables Yi are exponentially distributed,with parameter λi, and that the interations are the same for all the neighbors of a neuron(i.e. ηi,j = ηi for all j ∈ V(i)).For the fully onneted network, the authors prove that the network is stable if ρ =
maxiρi := maxiE [ηi]E [Yi] < 1. Under this stability ondition, they give an expliit ex-pression for the Laplae transform of the invariant measure of the Markov proess assoiatedto this model. Then they prove that if ρ > 1, then the network is not stable, and after anite time, only one neuron would spike and all the other neuron are "dead" (i.e. will notre anymore).Then the authors examine also the ase of the linear networks. The interation vari-able onsidered are independant and identially distributed random variables ηi, whih isexponentially distributed with the same parameter λ. In this framework they prove that:(i). if N is odd then the network is stable if ρ = λµ < 1/2 and not stable if ρ > 1/2.(ii). if N is even, then the network is stable if ρ < 12cos(π/(N+1)) and not stable if ρ >
1
2cos(π/(N+1))Note that the proof of ergodiity is based on an adapted version of the seond vetor eldassoiated to a Markov proess. It was introdued by Malyshev and Menshikov in [19℄.These results were later generalized by Turova. She studied also the eet of exitatoryonnetions. She proved for instane that in a simple balaned networks with iid intera-tions, there exist a ritial value of the ratio exitation/inhibition below whih the networkis transient and above whih the network is reurrent [7℄. She also proved for a purely exi-tatory network that there almost surely existed a time for whih all neuron spike (ompletesynhronization of the network, see [29℄) and in another ontext that adding one inhibitoryonnetion augmented the probability of synhronization, i.e. stabilizes the osillations ofthe total ativity [26℄. She studied then the eet of plastiity in these networks [28℄, and thetype of patterns observed in the ase of transient networks, whih she relates with neuronaloding [7℄. She also opened the way to more realisti models of neurons. INRIA
Bifuration analysis of non-linear IF neurons. 31We are interested in the present setion in generalizing these results to the ase of stohas-ti integrate-and-re networks. We will not go into the details, but the model we proposehere ts in the framework of these works, and therefore ould be studied with the samemathematial tools as the ones used in these previous publiations. An interesting way forstudying these networks would be to used hydrodynamis limits presented in [9, 10, 8, 17℄.Antoher very interesting to study mathematially these models would be the dynamialsystem approah to networks as developped by Malyshev and ollaborators in [19, 12, 18℄.These works are outside the sope of this dissertation and still an ative researh area.Furthermore, the usual questions solved in this framework, suh as the ergodiity or thetransiene, are not of great interest from a biologial point of view. Indeed, the questionsthat naturally arise in neurosiene when studying this type of networks are mostly disrim-inating between haos and osillations and haraterizing the temportal features of ativity.If we an prove the ergodiity of the network, it will be therefore interesting studying thestationary measures for instane. In this setion we fous of the appliation of the resultsalready proved to the biologial ases, not taking into aount the exitation.Indeed, in the ase of purely exitatory networks, the hain will always be ergodi pro-vided that the reset random variable is almost surely nite. This property depends on theneuron model we onsider and the input urrent. If this random variable is not almostsurely nite, the probability to stop ring for a given neuron in the network is simply equallto the probability that its reset variable is innite, and no network eet has to be takeninto aount. The problem of balaned networks having both exitatory and inhibitoryonnetions is more omplex. To obtain a suient ondition for their ergodiity, we willtransform these balaned networks into a purely inhibitory network by utting the ex-itatory onnetions, whih amounts replaing all the original onnetivity weights wij by
min(wij , 0). The ountdown proess of the original network is therefore upperbounded inlaw by the ountdown proess of the new proess where we ut the inhibitory interations.If the new proess is ergodi, it implies that the original proess is also. Therefore, we willbe interested in proving ergodiity for purely inhibitory networks. As disussed in setion 4,these networks an always be expressed as a ountdown proess with additional variables.Therefore we will be able to use the results obtained previously to get results on the newnetwork.5.1 Ergodiity of the PIF modelsFor the perfet integrate-and re neuron, we have seen that the interation variables ηijthat we have to add only depend on wij possibly weighted by a funtion depending onthe last spike time of the postsynapti ell j in the ase where we take into aount therefratory period, and that may be added to the presynapti neuron in the ase where wetake into aount transmission delays. Note eventually that the ergodiity of the network isnot inuened by the delays if taken into aount.Nevertheless in this ase, both the expeted value of the reset variable and of the in-teration variable are innite whatever the parameters. Indeed, they are expressed as rsthitting times of Brownian motion and it is known that the expeted values of these randomRR n° 6661
32 Jonathan Touboulvariables are innite (see e.g. [23℄). Therefore, it does not t in the framework previouslyused. Nevertheless, in the simulations we did in this type of network, we obtain the sameresult as in the theoretial ases treated: for small synapti onnetivities, the network is re-urrent, and eah neuron will spike after any given time, but when the synapti strength aretoo big, some neurons stop ring. In the ase of a fully onneted network, asymptotiallyonly one neuron spikes after a given time, and in a linear or a ring network, one upon twoneurons stops ring (see gure 10). The same type of behavior an therefore be observed asin the other ases, but still has to be mathematially haraterized.5.2 Ergodiity of the LIF modelsThe ases of the leaky integrate-and-re models does not either t in the previous frameworkdevelopped, sine the interation random variable depends on the value of the ountdownproess at the time when it reeives a spike. Nevertheless, both the reset and the interationrandom variables have an expeted value and are L2. The interation variable is bounded bythe variable assoiated with a ountdown value equal to 0. Denote by Eij(x) the expetedvalue of the interation variable, where x is the value of the ountdown proess when theinteration ours. . In the ase where we have E(0)|V(i)| < EYi for all i, the network willbe ergodi.If this is not the ase, then we an prove that when x → ∞, we have E(x) → 0 (we evenprove that the interation variable tends to 0 in law, see [23℄). Therefore, the ountdownvalue of the neuron will not tend to innity in this ase and always returns in the zonewhere E(x)|V(i)| ≥ EYi. We onjeture that in this ase, there is another ondition on thesynapti weights for the network to be ergodi or not. Simulation results onfort us in thisonjeture6 Numerial SimulationsAs reviewed by Romain Brette and ollaborators in [4℄, there are two main families ofalgorithms for the simulation of neural networks: synhronous or lok-driven algorithms,in whih all neurons are updated simultaneously at every tik of a lok, and asynhronousor event-driven algorithms, in whih neurons are updated only when they reeive or emit aspike. We desribe the simple lok-driven strategy to simulate this kind of neural networkin setion 6.1 and then we will study more preisely the impliations of the above analysisto elaborate an event-driven simulator for stohasti networks in setion 6.26.1 Clok-Driven simulationIn the synhronous or lok-driven algorithms, the state variables of all neurons are up-dated simultaneously at every tik of a lok (X(t) → X(t + dt), see gure 9), using anumerial integration algorithm. Then, after updating all the variables, the spiking ondi-tion is heked for every neuron. Eah neuron that satises this ondition produes a spike
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Figure 9: Monte-Carlo algorithm for the simulation of the stohasti neural network. Thevoltage potential is simulated at eah time step and a deision is taken wether a spike isemitted or not.whih is transmitted with or without delay, and updates their orresponding variables. Themembrane potential of every spiking ell is reset.As reviewed in [4℄, the ost of the update phase is of order N for eah time step. Forsimulating the network during a time T , the omplexity will therefore be O(N T/dt). If Fis the average ring rate, an average of F ×N spikes are produed by the neurons and eahof these needs to be propagated to p target neurons. Thus, the propagation phase onsistsin F ×N ×p spike propagations per seond. These are essentially additions of weights wi tostate variables, and thus are simple operations whose ost does not grow with the omplexityof the models. Summing up, the total mean omputational ost per seond of biologial timeis of order O(N/dt+F N p). The ost of taking into aount delays is not very high, and doesnot hange the omplexity of the algorithm. The obvious drawbak of this type of algorithmis that spikes are aligned to a grid (tiks of the lok) thus the simulation is approximateeven when the membrane potential is solved exatly. Furthermore, the spiking onditionitself is heked at given times and therefore spikes an be missed. Many solutions to xthese issues have been proposed but none is really fully satisfatory.For simulating a stohasti network with a synhronous algorithm, I used the Briansoftware [15℄, for its eieny to deal with linear models. Indeed, omputations are done
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34 Jonathan Touboulusing matrix alulus and therefore are quite eient. This simulation software based onpython was not evaluated in the review [4℄ sine it was produed after but we believe it isa good simulator for this type of linear equations. The ode we used for perfet integrate-and-re neuron is now freely aessible by downloading in the examples provided with thesoftware.The simulation results in this ase are ompatible with the results mathematially ob-tained in the previous study through the use of the Hourglass model: for small inhibitoryonnetivities, the ring network is ergodi and when the absolute value of the onnetivitiesis big, one upon two neurons stop ring. Similarly we have been able to simulate the fullyonneted network. Results are given in gure 10. Note that the fat that spikes are alignedon a grid hide the ergoity on LIF networks, as illustrated in gure 11.6.2 Event-driven simulationAnother family of simulation strategies exist for neural network. This type of simulationis alled asynhronous or event-driven algorithms. In that ase neurons are updated onlywhen they reeive or emit a spike. This type of algorithm is less widely used than the lok-driven ones, beause they are signiantly more omplex to implement and less universal.But the key advantage is the gain in speed and the fat that spike timings an be omputedexatly (when possible, or an be approximated).The approah developped in the previous setions provides a very natural way to dene anevent-based simulation algorithm for stohasti networks. This method onsist in building aMarkov hain desribing the time of the spikes for eah neuron. We have seen that simulatingthe times of the spikes is equivalent in law to simulating the membrane potential, from thespikes viewpoint. The event-based simulation onsists in building this Markov hain. Tothis purpose, we have seen that we have to draw at eah spike time in the law of twotypes of random variables: the reset random variable and the interation random variables.These random variables an be expressed in most ases using the law of rst hitting timesof random proesses. We studied the problem of desribing the law of rst hitting times ofstohasti proesses in [24, 25℄. In the ases where these laws are known, a very eientsimulation proedure an be used. If they are not known in a losed form, then we will haveto evaluate these random variables. We desribe those two simulation ways in the followingparagraphs.6.2.1 Known interation variablesWe onsider a network of stohasti integrate-and-re neurons suh that the reset and theinteration variables are known, either analytially, or that omputed oine using the teh-niques of [24, 25℄ and tabulated. In that ase, simulating the related ountdown proess willbe very eient and will preisely give the spike times.To dene our event-based algorithm, we explain how to initialize the network and howto ompute the spike times reursively. Assume that at the initial time t0 the membranepotential of eah neuron and of additional variables of the model are known. The initialINRIA
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k-driven simulation of a 100 stohasti integrate-and-re neurons networkduring 500ms using Brian software. In gure (a) we represented the ring network for smallinhibitory onnetivities and big inhibitory onnetivities. We observe that one upon twoneurons permanently stop ring. Figure (b) gives the result of the same type of simulationswith a fully onneted network. We observe that all but one neuron permanently stop ring.RR n° 6661
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Figure 11: LIF network simulated with Brian softwareountdown value for a given neuron will be simply omputed as the rst hitting time ofits membrane potential proess starting from this initial ondition to reah the thresholdand therefore an be omputed in the same way as the reset variable. From this initialtime, the priniple of the algorithm is to build the disrete-time Markov hain ontainingas a variable the ountdown proess that gives the times of the spikes (we have seen thatsometimes this variable needs additional variables to be simulated autonomously). Then todedue the state of the hain at time n+1 knowing the hain at time n, we use the reursionrelation desribed in setions 3 and 4 (see gure 12): We rst identify the neuron having the lowest ountdown value, whih amounts ndingthe minimal value in a list of N elements, whih is very simple and eient to ode.This neuron is the one that eliits the rst spike. When this neuron is identied, we diretly jump to this time, and draw the new stateof the network: the neuron that just red a spike is reset by drawing in the law ofthe related reset variable and the other neurons' state is updated by drawing in thelaw of their respetive interation variables. One the state of all neurons have beenupdated, the simulation proeeds.This method was implemented using the software MVASpike [22, 21, 31, 4℄. Mvaspikeonsists of a ore C++ library, implementing a few generi lasses to desribe networks,neurons and additional input/output systems. It has been designed to be easy to aessINRIA
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Figure 12: Priniple of the event-based simulation using the ountdown proess studied inthe previous setions
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38 Jonathan Touboulfrom other programming languages (high level or sripting languages, e.g. Python) andextensible. Well established simulation algorithms are provided, based on state of the artpriority queue data strutures. We did the same simulations as in the ase of the lok-drivensimulation.To simulate with MVASpike networks of neuron whose pdf of the rst hitting time isneither known analytial nor tabulated is quite uneient sine we have to ompute it ateah time step. Computing these variables amounts omputing a trajetory of the membranepotential proess, and therefore will be slower than the diret lok-based simulation. Thisissue an nevertheless be overome by parallelizing these alulations.6.2.2 Parallel implementationIn the Monte-Carlo simulation of the hourglass model, we simulate the ountdown proessesomputing at eah time step the random variables of reset and interation using a Monte-Carlo algorithm. This simulation is the only one available in the ases where the probabilitydensity funtions of the rst hitting time are neither analytially nor numerially known.It is the ase for instane for omplex models where the pdf annot be tabulated oine,for instane when the input urrent is non stationary and depends on time. This type ofsimulation needs the user to dene a lok, i.e. a time step for the simulation of trajetories inorder to ompute rst hitting times of stohasti proesses using a Monte-Carlo simulation.As a onlusion of the theoretial analysis driven above, an important remark is that ateah spike time, the reset variables and the interation variables are pairwise independent.Therefore they an be omputed independently, and for instane at the same time using aparallel algorithm.Therefore the idea was to implement the network on graphis proessing unit (GPU),dediated graphis rendering devies for personal omputer. Modern GPUs are very eientat manipulating and displaying omputer graphis, and their highly parallel struture makesthem more eetive than general-purpose CPUs for a range of omplex algorithms. Thanksto their high performane and programmability, the latest graphis ards an now be usedfor sienti purpose. They are indeed very eient parallel Single Instrution MultipleData (SIMD) mahines. With the help of Renaud Keriven and Alexandre Chariot, weimplemented the omputation of the reset and interation random variables on a GPU.One of the main issue of this problem was to build a random number generator. Indeed,usual graphial ards were not using integers. Very reent ards, starting from the ardsNVidia 8xxx, are able to handle integers, and therefore it opened the way random numbergenerators and random simulation. Another issue is the deorrelation between the randomnumber generators on eah proessor. To this purpose, we generate random seeds on CPUto be used by the random number generation algorithm on eah proessor. After thisommon phase, eah proessor will behave independently. The proessor that omputes thereset variable by using a Monte-Carlo algorithm. This simulation is based on a pathwisesimulation of the membrane potential and the evaluation of the spiking probability betweentwo times steps. When at a given proessor the random variable has been evaluated, the
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urrent networkFigure 13: Linear and fully onneted networks of perfet integrate-and-re neuron withonstant inputs, simulated with MVASpike. Simulations of 25 to 50 neurons for 10s to
1000s. We obtain the same results as expeted from the mathemati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agged, the simulation on this omputer stops, the value of the random variableis reorded, and we wait for all the proessor to reah this phase.This proess an be done for a number of neuron lower or equal to 40962 (∼ 1.6 107 units)beause of the limited memory available on these ards. Nevertheless, we an overome thisdiulty by repeating many times this proedure.With this algorithm we obtain spead up ratios from 20 to up to 100, by omparing withthe same algorithm oded in C++.ConlusionIn this paper we developed an event-based mathematial framework for the study of stohas-ti integrate-and-re neural networks. This model an be studied eiently using the power-ful tools of ommuniation networks theory. With this approah we get ergodiity propertiesfor the network, haraterize the invariant measures, and an address biologial questions.In ontrast with other methods, no assumption has to be done on the onnetivity map,on the number of onnetions or on the number of neuron, so this model an be used forinstane to study ortial olumns.This study opens the door to the mathematial study of the marosopi behaviour oflarge networks using the hydrodynamis limits developed to study large queuing proesses,to infer and model 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tive behaviours of su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